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Beyond the Luttinger Expansion
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Quantum oscillation phenomena, in conventional two-dimensional electron systems and in the
fractional quantum Hall effect, are usually treated in the Lifshitz-Kosevich formalism. This is
justified in three dimensions by Luttinger’s expansion, in the parametervcym. We show that in
two dimensions this expansion breaks down, and we derive a new expression, exact in the limit
where rainbow graphs dominate the self-energy. Application of our results to the fractional quantum
Hall effect near half-filling shows very strong deviations from Lifshitz-Kosevich behavior. We expect
that such deviations will be important in any strongly interacting two-dimensional electronic system.
[S0031-9007(98)05770-6]
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Quantum oscillation (QO) phenomena (in which Lan
dau quantization causes all thermodynamic and transp
properties of conductors to oscillate with1yB, whereB is
the sample induction) for four decades have been amo
the most powerful tools in solid state physics [1,2] in two
and three dimensions. The recent composite fermion (C
theory [3,4] of the fractional quantum Hall effect (FQHE)
predicts similar oscillations in1yb, whereb  B 2 B1y2
and B1y2  2neye is the mean “statistical field” coming
from double fluxons attached to the CF’s. Intense e
perimental interest in FQHE systems near half-filling [5
has given strong evidence for the CF theory (e.g., fro
Shubnikov–de Haas QO experiments [6,7], analogo
oscillations in acoustic absorption [8], and compressibi
ity [9]). The oscillations have been fit using Lifshitz-
Kosevich (LK) formulas [1,10], usually with an impurity
scattering Dingle temperature (sometimes assumed ene
dependent), and an “effective mass”mp. The CF cyclotron
frequencyv

p
CF  ebymp increases rapidly withb near

b  0 (i.e., near half-filling), because of strong infrared
divergent gauge interactions [11–14].

The LK formulas (and generalizations of them, in
corporating low energy fluctuations [15,16]) rely funda
mentally on an expansion of theoscillatory part of the
thermodynamic potentialVsBd, in powers ofvcym (where
vc  eBym, andm is an upper cutoff, equal to the chemi-
cal potential in the simplest models), given by Luttinge
[17]. He wrote the one-particle self-energy [18] asSsBd 
S̄ 1 SoscsBd, whereSosc contained all contributions oscil-
lating in1yB (and analogously the fermionic Green’s func
tion G  Ḡ 1 Gosc). Expanding the functionalVsSd
aroundVsS  S̄d in powers ofSosc, one finds [17]

V 
21
b

Trfln Ḡ21 2 S̄Ḡg 1 FsS̄d 1 OsS2
oscd , (1)

whereb  1ykBT . In three dimensions,
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TrflnsḠ21dg ,
µ

vc

m

∂5y2

, (2)

Sosc

S̄
,

µ
vc

m

∂3y2

, (3)

and also FsS̄d 1 b21 TrsS̄Ḡd  0 at least to
,Ossssvcymd3ddd. Thus writing V  V0 1 Vosc, we
have that the leading oscillatory contribution up t
Ossssvcymd5y2ddd is contained in

V ,
21
b

Trfln Ḡ21g (4)


21
b

X
ivm ,n,s,kz

lnfivm 2 esnkz
1 S̄sivm, esnkz

dg ,

(5)

with

esnkz
 es 1

µ
n 1

1
2

∂
h̄vc 1

h̄2k2
z

2m
2 m , (6)

where m is defined as the zero of the energy,n labels
the Landau levels, ands is a spin index. Equation (5),
which contains thenonoscillatoryself-energyS̄, provides
the fundamental justification for extracting thezero field,
many-body interaction-renormalized band structure fro
QO experiments [1].

In this paper we show that (a) Luttinger’s expansio
fails in any interacting 2D electronic system; howeve
(b) an alternative expansion can be found under cert
circumstances (see below), in which now the full sel
energy (including the highly singularSosc) must be used.
(c) This new expansion can give results sharply differe
from the previous ones [1,10,15–17].
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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To show the practical importance of these results, w
will apply them to CF’s; however, they are relevant i
principle to any 2D electronic system [19].

(i) Failure of Luttinger’s expansion.—We first repeat
the analysis which yields Eqs. (2) and (3), but now in tw
dimensions. We shall find quite generally that

1
b

Trfln Ḡ21g ,
µ

vc

m

∂2

, (7)

Sosc

S̄
,

vc

m
. (8)

Thus the term,OsS2
oscd is as important as the “leading”

term, and the whole expansion must be reexamined.
Equation (7) is easily verified. To justify (8) we first

repeat, in two dimensions, Luttinger’s three-dimension
calculation of the graph in Fig. 1(a); we then extend th
argument to higher graphs. The graph in Fig. 1(a) has
real-space form

SRs$rd 
Z

d3r 0 V s$r 2 r 0d

3 fgs0d 2 P̂rr 0gsr 2 r 0deifsr ,r 0dg , (9)

whereP̂rr 0 is the exchange operator,fsr, r 0d is a gauge-
dependent phase factor [17], andgsrd  ḡsrd 1 goscsrd,
where

ḡsrd 
I

c̄
dt Msr , td , (10)

goscsrd 
X

l

I
Cl

dt Msr , td , (11)

Msr , td 
2iebmt

2 sinpt
F2Dsr , td , (12)

F2Dsr , td 
vc

4p sinhsbvcty2d

3 exp

∑
2vc

4
coth

µ
bvct

2
r2

∂∏
. (13)

The contourC̄ encircles the negative real axis counte
clockwise, the contoursCl likewise encircle the points
Tl  2pilybvc, with l  61, 62, . . . . The 3D function
F3Dsr , td differs from (13) by the factors2pbtd21y2 3

expf2z2y2btg, wherez is the third dimension, perpen-
dicular to r [cf. Ref. [16], Eq. (A.16)]. It is this differ-
ence which yields (8), instead of (3), upon integrating ov
t in (10) and (11).

Consider now graph 1(b), assuming that the intern
boson line represents either (i) a phonon or a conventio
“Fermi liquid” electronic fluctuation or (ii) a singular
gauge fluctuation [11–14]. Using the known results fo
Sosc for these cases [14], one easily verifies (7) and (
again. In fact, thescaling property(8) of SoscyS̄ as a
function of vcym depends only on the dimensionality o
the graph (as well as the presence of at least one inter
fermion line [17]), and is true of all higher graphs.
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FIG. 1. The Feynman graphs discussed in the text. The se
energy graphs include (a) the Hartree-Fock term, (b) the lowe
order “RPA” term, (c) a self-consistent “rainbow graph” sum
of such terms. In (d) we have the lowest order (second-orde
contribution to V, and (e) shows the lowest (fourth-order)
“crossed graph” contributions toS andV.

(ii) Alternative expansions.—There are two cases for
which a simple alternative to (5) can be found forVosc.

The first is where vertex corrections to the
usual Schwinger-Dyson–Nambu-Eliashberg self-energ
[Fig. 1(c)] can be neglected. ThenS  l2

R
GD , where

G andD are given self-consistently in terms ofS, thus
summing over all “rainbow graphs.” The relevant skele
ton graphF2 [Fig. 1(d)] then exactly cancelsb21 TrfSG g
in (1), and V  V̄ 1 Vosc is given, to all orders in
vcym, by

V 
21
b

Trfln G21g (14)


21
b

X
ivm ,n,s

lnfivm 2 esn 2 Ssivm, esndg . (15)

The crucial difference from (5) (apart from the suppres
sion of kz) is thatS now includesSosc. Deviations from
(15) arise from “crossed” graphs [Fig. 1(e)], and there
are many physical cases in which these are unimporta
In the case of composite fermions the corrections from
crossed “gauge fluctuation” graphs are not small, but
low energy their main effect both in zero field [20] and in
finite field [14] is simply to renormalize the vertices in the
rainbow graph sum, without changing the functional form
of S. Thus, this approximation actually works well even
beyond the “Migdal limit” in which crossed graphs are
small. The difference between Trfln Ḡ21g and Trfln G21g
depends crucially on how big isSoscyS̄; even though for-
mally this is ,Osvcymd for all 2D systems, its actual
value, for a givenvcym, varies enormously between dif-
ferent systems.

The second case is of more academic interest; it aris
when we may writeV in terms of a set of “statistical
3313
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quasiparticle” (SQP) energies [21]´sn as

V 
21
b

X
n,s

lnf1 1 ebsm2´sndg , (16)

where the´sn are conventionally defined by a Landau
expansion, arereal, and arenot equal to the energiesEsn

defined from the one-particle Green function byEsn 2

ReSsnsEsnd  0. The problem with (16) is that it relies
on the usual assumption that switching on interactions,
a system already in Landau level states, does not reclas
the energy levels. This is definitely not true for CF’s, onc
the gauge interactions are switched on.
3314
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We now consider the new result (15) in more detail.
Suppressing the sum over spins, we rewrite (15) as a
integral,

V 
mvc

F0

X
n0

Z dx
p

nfsxd tan21ffsx, ndg , (17)

where fsx, nd  Im GyReG. The prefactormvc

F0
is the

Landau level degeneracy. Defininge  nvc 2 m, the
Poisson sum formula is used to separate the oscillato
components ofV,
V 
mvc

F0

Z dx
p

nf sxd

"Z `

2m
de tan21ffsx, edg 2 2

X̀
k1

s21dk

2pk

Z `

2`
de ImGse, xd sin

√
2pkse 1 md

vc

!#
, (18)
n

s
the
where in the oscillatory (i.e.,k . 0) terms in the Poisson
sum we have extended the limits of thee integral to6`

and integrated by parts.
As noted above, the important difference from previou

expressions forV here is the inclusion of oscillatory
terms inG ; in Fig. 2 we show the effect of this oscillatory
structure inG , for the particular case of CF excitations.

(iii) Magnetization oscillations.—The classic dHvA
effect is in the magnetization oscillations; recently ex
periments have succeeded in seeing these insingle layer
systems [22]. Taking the derivative ofVosc, we get

Mosc 
2≠V

≠B
 M1 1 M2 , (19)

M1 
22pm

F0vc

X̀
k1

s21dk
Z dx

p
nfsxd

3 Re

∑
exp

µ
2pik
vc

fx 2 Ssxd 1 mg
∂∏

, (20)

FIG. 2. Plot of the quasiparticle spectral function ImGs0, xd
at zero temperature for the case of composite fermions (withS
calculated to second order in the gauge coupling). The so
line shows the result using the fullG (including all oscillatory
terms), whereas the dashed line uses only the nonoscillatoryḠ .
Note the presence of a gap, as well as an isolated pole, in
full spectral function. These results are forkBT  0.
s
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the

M2 
22pm

F0

X̀
k1

s21dk
Z dx

p
nfsxd

3 Re

∑
≠Ssxd

≠B
exp

µ
2pik
vc

fx 2 Ssxd 1 mg
∂∏

2
m
F0

Z `

2m
de

Z dx
p

nf sxd Im Gse, xd
≠S

≠B
.

(21)

At first glance the first termM1 resembles the results
of Fowler and Prange [15] and Engelsberg and Simpso
[16]; however, it now involves thefull S (includingSosc).
The second termM2 is formally of the same order in
vcym as M1, and quite new. Typically the term in
≠S

≠B dominatesM2, and we shall see below that in two
dimensions it can be much larger thanM1.

FIG. 3. A numerical evaluation of lnsAd, where A is the
amplitude of the dHvA oscillations inM, as a function of1yB
for various fixed temperatures, for a system of CF quasiparticle
(we assume an unscreened Coulomb interaction, and use
second-order result forS derived earlier [14]. We assume a
chemical potential of 180 K, and a coupling constantk2 
0.8. The dashed lines show lnsA1d, and the solid lines show
lnsA1 1 A2d, whereA1 andA2 are the amplitudes of oscillations
of M1 andM2.
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Equations (19)–(21) are valid for any two-dimension
charged system for which the full self-energy (includin
oscillatory contributions) can be written down.

(iv) Application to the composite fermion system.—
We now wish to demonstrate on a particular example th
the deviations from orthodox behavior can be rather larg
We choose the CF gauge theory, for which the oscillato
al
g

at
e.
ry

self-energy for composite fermions interacting with gaug
fluctuations was previously calculated [13,14]. Here w
assume unscreened Coulomb interactions (i.e., the dynam
cal exponent [4,11–14] iss  2). For numerical work it is
convenient to use a Matsubara sum overSsxd evaluated at
x  ivl  ips2l 1 1dyb; writing Im Ssivld ; jsivld,
we have
jsivld  2k2

"
vl

p
ln

√
vl

m

!
1

4
b

X̀
k01

s21dk0
X

vm.0

exp

√
22pk0vm

vCF

!
ln

√
vl 1 vm

vCF

!
cos

√
2pk0m

vCF

!#
, (22)
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where the couplingk2 is usually slightly less than one
[14]. In QO experiments one examines lnsAd; in LK
theory lnsAd should be a linear function of1yB (the
“Dingle plot”), as well as ofT (the “mass plot”). Figure 3
shows (for the example of CF fermions) the importanc
of M2, as well as the considerable nonlinearity show
in Dingle plots (which we also find in the mass plots
not shown here). Thus, in this example a convention
analysis of QO phenomena, using either the LK formu
or its generalizations [15,16], clearly fails. We do no
believe this example to be untypical (in fact, if we choos
screenedshort-range interactions between the CF’s [4
13,14], with dynamical exponents  3, we get much
worse deviations). We thus believe that where stron
violations of conventional behavior are observed [19] o
where interaction effects are known to be strong [22], on
should reanalyze the data using the results herein. In
context of the FQHE near half-filling, fits of QO results to
LK theory should clearly be treated with caution.

In summary, we have shown that the LK formalism
(or its many-body generalizations [15,16]) for describin
quantum oscillationsbreaks downin two dimensions. To
remedy this, we have derived new results that can be a
plied when crossed diagrams may be neglected. We ha
applied these results to a problem of current interest [5
i.e., composite fermions interacting with gauge fluctua
tions (believed to give a good description of the fraction
quantum Hall states, at least near half-filling). The re
sults show radical departures from LK behavior. Suc
departures should also exist in other strongly interactin
two-dimensional electronic systems, whether or not th
behave as Fermi liquids in zero field.
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